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Tena koutou and apologies for the lateness of this month’s report. It has been a curveball of a month 
and we have ended up spending quite a bit of time away from the island. The rain has evidently continued 
during our absence as we have arrived back to find things even wetter than when we left! We had a dry 
spell for about a week towards the end of June so, with heavy rain on the horizon, I decided to bite the 
bullet and give mowing the mouse bust lines a go before things got too boggy. Our regular mower, Dave, 
does a more professional job than I managed to do, but it was good to have a crack none-the-less and 
I certainly feel a lot more comfortable in the tractor seat now lines are mown. 
 

 
 

Looking across to Onerahi on a foggy morning 

 

Visitors, volunteers, and other comings and goings 
 
Otamatea High School’s media studies class returned to the island on 16 June to finish the filming they 
started in the previous month. The weather and sea conditions were much nicer this time around - 
hopefully that doesn’t cause too many issues when cutting the footage together. 
 
Volley day was scheduled for 7 July but had to be postponed as the barge remained out of the water for 
maintenance for one week longer than anticipated. This turned out to be a blessing in disguise with the 
weather on that Wednesday being particularly bad! In its place we organised a small planting day for 
later-on in the month. About 12 people joined us on 19 June and we transported the plants and people 
in one barge load across to the Island. For biosecurity reasons it was necessary to bare-root the plants 
first, removing any potentially contaminated soil into sacks before putting them in the ground. A number 
of hangihangi, kohekohe, and Astelia were planted in various places around the Island, along with a 
couple of impressive king ferns.  
  



Manaia View School came over for a history field trip on 18 and 22 June. 
The two classes had been studying early Whangarei history and were 
excited to experience some tangible examples of this on the island. As 
usual, there were some real bright sparks among both groups who 
challenged my own historical knowledge of the local area at times. 
 
 
 
Hack and his apprentice Craig from AFH Engineering came over on 30 
June to complete some long overdue repairs on the aluminium barge 
trailer. There are a few more logistics to overcome than usual when 
getting contractors to and from the island it is always great when 
everything runs smoothly. Thanks to our committee member Kelsie for 
organising this. 
 
We are sad to be saying goodbye to our long-time Committee member/Secretary, Carla Janssen, who is 
relocating to Nelson to be near her family. Carla has been an integral part of the FOMLI committee, 
recording the minutes at our monthly meetings and taking on various other tasks when required. I will 
personally miss her bubbly personality and friendly smile. We wish you all the best in your new home 
Carla. Thanks again, for everything. Stay in touch! 
 

Flora and Fauna 
 
Our regular oi pair are back and, as of yesterday, I can confirm they are sitting on a beautiful snow-white 
egg. I also placed the camera on burrow 65 where the gates continue to be knocked down and I can 
now confirm 100% that there is a petrel visiting this burrow on a regular basis for reasons that aren’t 
quite clear at this stage. 
 
Believe it or not, I am still picking mothplant pods and clearing vines! Recently, while getting myself in 
position to reach some pods, my hand touched something that made me jump. On closer inspection I 
found it was a beautiful Pacific gecko, out catching some winter sun on the trunk of a manuka tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sir Ed is still sitting tight and showing no signs of incubation at this point, with high nightly activity levels. 
Interestingly, since relocating the two birds from the patch of bush which sits adjacent to the sandspit in 
our February release, Ed appears to have extended his territory and made this prime beachfront position 
his new area of choice. 
 
  



 
After dropping my aunty back to the mainland the other day, I was greeted by a chubby kekeno (NZ fur 
seal) pup who had perched himself on a rock at the entrance to the island’s all-tide berth, enjoying the 
sun. A very nice surprise!  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am looking forward the clematis coming into bloom in the next few weeks as I can see the buds 
beginning to form on the vine outside our kitchen window. 

 
Pest control 
 
Since my last report, Paul has caught four rats, all on Knight Island.  
 
I have recently found more stoat tracks around the sandspit on the main island, prompting me to set up 
a camera with some fresh rabbit as lure. However, the footage hasn’t turned up any sign of the culprit. 
I did capture a pair of banded rail, a species I hadn’t seen during my time on the island. Our most recent 
tracking cards that were deployed towards the end of April gave a 0% tracking rate for both mice and 
rats. I am hoping that this apparent lack of food was enough to discourage said stoat from taking up 
permanent residence on the island as our most recent cohort of kiwi chicks should now be getting to a 
stage where they are big enough to ward a stoat off on their own (fingers crossed). The island has 
recently purchased three new trail cameras as well as some automatic lure dispensers. These will be 
strategically placed around the island to hopefully help with the early detection of these inevitable stoat 
incursions. 
 

Other news 
 
We are feeling incredibly lucky and grateful to Bunnings Whangarei who have come to the party once 
again by providing sponsorship in the way of tools for our volunteers and Ranger. Pam and I were 
whisked into Bunnings on a last-minute shopping spree and both left feeling a little dazed and confused 
with a trolley full of gloves, secateurs, spray bottles, loppers, grubbers, and many other essential items 
for getting the job done. Kia ora to Des at Bunnings Whangarei and the rest of his team. 
 
As previously mentioned, the island barge, Petrel Tua Toru, was on the hard at Norsand for two weeks 
in July getting its biennial blast and antifoul. The hull also had a couple of small dings in the port and 
starboard side that needed to be cut out and patched over. She is now back in the water riding smoothly 
and looking sharp. Having passed survey earlier in the month and after getting the outboard serviced, I 
have my fingers crossed that that’s it in terms of barge maintenance and box ticking for at least another 
year. 
 
The FOMLI committee met for our strategic planning meeting, facilitated by Eileen Piggot-Irvine on 11 
July at the Onerahi Primary School. The plan is still a work in progress. However, it was good to get our 
heads together and to gain an understanding of where we are at currently and where we are headed 
with our goals for the island. 
 



I recently spent from 13-16 July in Te Teko at the National Kiwi Hui hosted by Save the Kiwi (formally 
Kiwis for Kiwi) at the Tuteao Marae. The whole event was fabulous, and it was great for me to put some 
faces to what have only been email addresses up until recently. We slept, ate, and attended presentations 
on the Marae, and the Manaakitanga of the hau kāinga was next level. I was lucky enough to be one of 
the 23 people who attended the field trip out to Moutohora, a small pest-free island off the coast of 
Whakatane. What a place! Seals, incredible rock formations, ankle breaking seabird, tuatara, and kiwi 
burrows every which way, a geothermal beach, all shrouded by a canopy of mature pohutukawa…it must 
be even more fabulous during the summer! I learned a lot from the week and came away having made 
new friends and contacts. There’s nothing quite like sleeping on a marae for breaking down barriers! 
 
Sadly, my father recently passed away and we are still coming to terms with the fact. Dad was a great 
adventurer, salty seadog, storyteller, larrikin, socialist, and feminist. Dad’s appreciation for nature and 
the experiences he afforded my sisters and me while growing up in the Bay of Islands, have greatly 
influenced the people we are today, and for that I am truly grateful – I can’t imagine I would even have 
had a look in for this job if it wasn’t for him. Thank you to all the people who have supported us through 
this difficult time. Moe mai ra, dad. 
 

Future events 
 
Volunteer day on 4 August.  
 
Until next month, 
  
Cheers! 
  
Jo 
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